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An error in our conclusions has been pointed out to us

by S. Colburn.

In Eqs. 23and 26 we show that, for large

p, Af growsasf •/2 andf in thecounting
andtimingmodels, respectively. (The exponentin Eq. 26 shouldbe
1/2, not - 1/2.) However,for moderatep, suchas that
corresponding to signals 50 dB SL as in Fig. 4, p grows

predicts ,xI/I increaseswith I. However, as shownin
Green and Luce (1974), assumingthat J, the numberof

channels,growsapproximately
as I ø" causesthe timing
modelto predict ,xI/! decreaseswith I. The dependence
of J on ! andf is critical in these models, see Sec. IV
in the original paper.

approximately
as 1/f (seeEq. 17). Thus, in the timing
model,,xfgrowsapproximately
asf •/2. Sotheexisting
frequency data do not discriminate between the models,
although very high intensity data should. Thus, the conclusion favoring the counting model in discrimination

experimentsrests on its predictionthat •I/I decreases
with I, as the dam appear to, whereas the timing model
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Since the publication of the titled paper the author has
become aware of two errors; they appeared obvious
enough not to warrant

In Eq. (2.39a) the expression

a formal publication of a correc-

tion. Recently a book published in Russia quoted directly

from the paper.z (Thequotationis slightlymodifiedbut
not in essentials.) The quotation includes one of these
errors.
Prompted by this event, and to prevent further

should be replaced by

(X•X•/A•)(9.f/f•) • (f /f•) .
To those

who were

proliferation of these errors, it has been decided to is-

both by these errors,

suea formal correction;luchshepoznochemnekakgda-

apologies.

better

either

inconvenienced

or misled

or

the author wishes to express his

late than never.

Equation(2.27) is valid for the inequality

k•/k•, k•,/k•, k•/k• >>1 ,
and not the opposite inequality as stated in the paper.
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